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Here’s a video showing EA’s chief game
designer David Rutter demoing and
explaining how HyperMotion technology
works in FIFA. The entire video is worth a
watch but here’s an interesting snippet
starting at 6:57: The storyline within this
video is that, by collecting data from 22
matches, EA Sports has re-created the action
in FIFA 22 to make it more realistic and
intuitive. It’s worth noting that FIFA 22 is
actually the 17th game to use this type of
physics technology. This has actually been
done for at least the last five years. Last
year, FIFA was one of the first sports video
games to use MotionKinect technology to
provide more accurate on-field decisions.
Using data, FIFA simulated a match based on
what a real-life referee would have done.
The result was a more balanced and
interesting game. This year, EA Sports again
is integrating motion capture data to provide
more accuracy in gameplay. As you would
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expect, this comes at a cost. While 20 years
ago, games might have cost up to $300
million to make, now these types of games
can be made for around $40 million. “We
started about 13 years ago with Madden
NFL, but we’ve seen exponential
improvements in the last five years,” said EA
Sports general manager Aaron Weierman.
“We’ve just not made enough strides in the
last two years.” Although the basic
gameplay logic is the same (kick, pass,
tackle, pass, pass) the adjustments and
innovations that are made help make the
game more enjoyable and enjoyable to play.
Here’s a video showing how the new Replay
function works and how the more responsive
AI will make for more varied matches. The
whole video is worth a watch but this is a
good starting point. FIFA 20 AI & Skill
Matching We saw this in FIFA 19, but this
year we’re getting more nuanced scripting.
“AI we call thinking, which leads to the
‘Think’ system,” EA Sports’ senior game
designer David Rutter explained. “You can
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tell our AI is thinking by how it moves and
communicates in a way that’s unrehearsed.
It’s not scripted. You see that in their
interaction with other players in a way that’s
more natural.�
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The Original Creator Of The Game FIFA is the
first soccer game developed in an entirely
new way. It started life as a project designed
by Peter Rits by fewer than 10 people in an
office right next door to EA's first home:
1632 Broadway in San Francisco. In the
earliest days, the game had a rag-tag team
of programmers, artists and designers,
alongside a number of amateur players.
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Soon, EA Sports approached Peter Rits and
told him they wanted to turn his vision into a
videogame. Without a publisher to guide
him, Peter invested his life savings to build
the foundations of a new creative studio: EA
Canada. FIFA was born. Over 30 Years Of
Innovation And Passion Today, EA Canada,
now a part of EA Sports, is still dedicated to
the FIFA series. The FIFA franchise continues
to deliver cutting-edge innovation and
serves as EA Sports’ most recognized sports
franchise, with more than 100 million copies
sold to date. The Content In FIFA Is
Developed Around The League Structure
FIFA 23 features the complete current
season of Major League Soccer. The engine
also supports multiple competitions like the
UEFA Champions League™, UEFA Europa
League™, UEFA Super Cup™, UEFA Intertoto
Cup, DFB Pokal, as well as the historic
competition, the FIFA World Cup™. Fastest
Game Play – Highest Visibility Of Players
We’ve completely rebuilt the game engine to
make the game run smoother with higher
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framerates for on-the-field action, more
refined animations and smoother motion-
capture. The team has improved visual
fidelity and increased player count to
capture the action and detail with
unprecedented fidelity. The Game Engine &
Match Engine The fundamental gameplay
engine in FIFA 21 delivers the speed and
responsiveness of a console game while
pushing the gameplay features of a sports
video game to the next level. The core
gameplay engine provides the foundation
and structure for all of our motion, emotion
and visual detail. It is the core of FIFA's
gameplay and includes the ball physics,
soccer awareness, and player behavior. The
FIFA team has added the Performance
Intelligence System to deliver AI which is
both reactive and predictive, allowing the
game to react to player behavior, and
predict when a player is likely to act. This
allows the player to better anticipate and
react to players to be the dominant force in
the game. The FIlm Engine also drives the
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Get ready for the ultimate game of soccer,
with FIFA Ultimate Team. Improve your
squad by purchasing new players in thrilling
real-world transactions. Combine FUT Pro
Tactics with FIFA Ultimate Team to play your
way and work your way to the top. Re-create
the most famous matches in the league by
playing in-game challenges and participating
in exciting online tournaments, such as the
FIFA Ballon d’Or 2017. Customise your team,
choose a team name and kit, and sign
autographs and play FIFA Ultimate Team. A
fluid, game-changing online experience, FIFA
Ultimate Team delivers a number of
improvements and enhancements, including:
Ultimate Team Draft Use FIFA 17 Ultimate
Team Draft to unleash your creativity and
draft whatever player you want, with the
cool aspect that you will be kept informed of
the prices of each selected player every time
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you make a selection Team Builder – All the
heart-pounding action is right at your
fingertips, thanks to the new Team Builder.
Upload your favourite teams, players, kits,
formations and all sorts of other things to
get the perfect team, right in front of your
eyes. Challenges – Get involved in the new
FIFA Challenges, where you and your friends
can compete, compete and compete.
Compete with your friends on an online
leaderboard, build your very own team and
challenge other Ultimate Team players to
earn exclusive FIFA rewards The Best FIFA
FIFAWorld Cup The Best FIFA FIFAWorld Cup
includes: • All 22 FIFA World Cup™ teams •
12 Tournaments: UEFA Champions League,
UEFA Europa League, FIFA Club World Cup •
Over 400 goals • Over 25,000 stars • Over
20,000 adorning players • Over 20,000
adsorbing players • Over 10,000 squad
adsorbing players • Over 50,000 clubs,
players and stadiums • 13,000 kits and team
coats Supported Displays Phenom Pro II, the
first professional 3D pitch to hit the market,
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is included with FIFA 18. Pitches come in at
just 2 metres, with details such as LED
displays, artificial turfs and recycled
fibreglass, and they’re ready to host FIFA
games. Game Preview Variety is a key
component of FIFA 18, so there are plenty of
unique features to make your gaming
experience truly unique. For example, the
FIFA 18 official soundtrack features some of
the biggest names in music, and more than
400 licensed

What's new in Fifa 22:

 FUE legends will return this summer to celebrate our 20th
anniversary with a brand new set of Old School duos.
Discover and build combos of your favourite ex-World Cup
and Champion’s players from over the last two decades
using 15 classic sets, including the 2014 World Cup
winners, Belgium and a selection of England’s most iconic
internationals. Legendary striker, Christian Vieri will be
joined by iconic defender and real life Rambo, Paolo
Maldini, showcasing this essential trio for the first time in
FUT. Alongside the joy of creating traditional FIFA duos,
our new game mechanic, FUE Legends, allows you to swap
players between multiple sets in one game. Save your
favourite player for a crucial team-mate conversion, or
play to the legacy of a timeless classic by swapping out
Ronaldinho for Pele. In FUT Legends, explore the pantheon
of legends from the past, present and future, as you create
your own team of ultimate stars.
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 FIFA returns to its purest form, with 30 new licensed
stadiums for the biggest clubs on the planet including
Atletico Madrid, Bayern Munich, Chelsea, Inter Milan,
Manchester City, Real Madrid, Roma, Tottenham Hotspur
and many more.
 Play using an entirely new atmosphere. Enjoy the more
engaging experience now. With an improved and enhanced
soundtrack, the game will immerse you even more with
every dribble, tackle, pass and goal that occurs around
you.
 FUT 21 introduces FUT Business, which lets you run your
very own football club from the boardroom to the bench.
Manage your team’s kit, transfer business, training
methods, and more. Establish your own brand of coaching.
If you’ve ever wanted to take your game to the next level,
FUT Business allows you to test your management skills.
With over 250 officially licensed kits, choose your club
from a range of top tier leagues and styles, including the
FIFA World Cup. With built-in promotional tools, use Real
Money Transactions to boost your squad, earn Simoleons
that can be used in-game for major bonuses.
Teams also have a new look. Emulate the style and the
team colours of your favourite club or country with
authentic and striking new kits, comprising of authentic,
modern and classic-inspired designs in next-generation
FIFA graphics.
 Start 
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• The king of football games, FIFA is
back with new gameplay
innovations, stunning visuals and
tons of ways to play! • An all-new
Career Mode with Champions
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League, Euro, World Cup and more •
FIFA Ultimate Team Mode, inspired
by real-world trading of actual
players • Play and share with friends
on new, social features, including
Pro Evolution Soccer Club
Connection and Live Roulette •
Goalkeeper Kicks are now In Your
Hands, enabling you to accurately
save the day • Master authentic
strikes with new Precision Dribbling
• Enjoy robust new Player
Intelligence that analyzes every
single player and creates AI that
matches their skill and personality •
New Skill Moves to trigger off of
every action • New Fullbacks, this
time back-passing to your center
backs • Tackle the opponent with
true-to-life player collisions • New
Capture the Flag and Control
scenarios • Play the World Cup on
8-player teams • And much, much
more… Powered by Football For the
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first time ever, the most complete
football simulation of all time
powers the ball controls. From Real
Player Motion to Post-World Cup
Authenticity and one-of-a-kind RPG
progression for your players, FIFA is
the pinnacle of simulation football,
bringing the real sport to life like
never before. Updated Visuals The
game’s new lighting engine and 3D
stadiums are sure to blow you away.
Real Player Movement Try in-game
physics to control and feel the
realism of the game as the ball
moves the way you shoot, and the
way defenders move. AI Evolves
During the Post-World Cup, the
leagues and competitions evolve
based on real-world data as stars
like Cristiano Ronaldo are heading
for the best league in the world, the
English Premier League. Re-
Mastered Champs League The three
new game modes that make up the
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Career Mode, Champions League,
Euro and World Cup are all re-built
for authenticity and flexibility. New
Matchday Experience Historically
authentic, the best-lookin’, most
realistic stadiums, thousands of new
players and updated moves and
animations allow you to experience
the FIFA experience as never before.
Career Progression When players
play for more than a few games in a
specific competition, their AI
improves and
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6 GB of free space Graphics: NVIDIA
8600 or ATI X1200 Additional Notes:
To create this project and open the
video files you will need a third
party video editor such as Adobe
Premiere Pro, Apple Final Cut Pro,
and Avid Media Composer.Security is
a primary consideration for
consumer electronics products such
as smart phones
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